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Summary

� Marine planktonic diatoms are among the most important contributors to phytoplankton

blooms and marine net primary production. Their ecological success has been attributed to

their ability to rapidly respond to changing environmental conditions.
� Here, we report common molecular mechanisms used by the model marine diatom Thalas-

siosira pseudonana to respond to 10 diverse environmental stressors using RNA-Seq analysis.
� We identify a specific subset of 1076 genes that are differentially expressed in response to

stressors that induce an imbalance between energy or resource supply and metabolic capacity,

which we termed the diatom environmental stress response (d-ESR). The d-ESR is primarily

composed of genes that maintain proteome homeostasis and primary metabolism. Photo-

synthesis is strongly regulated in response to environmental stressors but chloroplast-encoded

genes were predominantly upregulated while the nuclear-encoded genes were mostly down-

regulated in response to low light and high temperature.
� In aggregate, these results provide insight into the molecular mechanisms used by diatoms

to respond to a range of environmental perturbations and the unique role of the chloroplast in

managing environmental stress in diatoms. This study facilitates our understanding of the

molecular mechanisms underpinning the ecological success of diatoms in the ocean.

Introduction

Marine diatoms contribute c. 40% of marine primary production
and particulate carbon export (Falkowski et al., 1998; Field
et al., 1998; Tr�eguer et al., 2018) and are among the most ecolo-
gically successful phytoplankton in the ocean (De La Rocha &
Passow, 2004). Planktonic diatoms drift with the ocean currents
and therefore are subject to rapid environmental variation,
including changes in irradiance, temperature, pH, nutrient avail-
ability, and reactive oxygen stress (ROS; Boyd et al., 2019). Dia-
tom blooms are often associated with large changes in pH, light,
and nutrient availability. Among phytoplankton, diatoms appear
to be especially well adapted to variable conditions and it is
hypothesized that their stress response mechanisms may contri-
bute to their ecological success. While transcriptomic studies have
been successfully used to identify molecular mechanisms used by
diatoms to respond to specific, individual stressors such as nitro-
gen (Mock et al., 2008; Hockin et al., 2012; Abida et al., 2015;
Alexander et al., 2015; Alipanah et al., 2015; Levitan et al., 2015;
Remmers et al., 2018), phosphorous (Dyhrman et al., 2012;
Alexander et al., 2015; Cruz de Carvalho et al., 2016; Zhang
et al., 2016), silicon (Mock et al., 2008; Sapriel et al., 2009;

Shrestha et al., 2012; Smith et al., 2016), iron (Allen et al., 2008;
Mock et al., 2008), high light (Nymark et al., 2009; Park
et al., 2010), temperature (Mock et al., 2008; Liang et al., 2019),
pH, and CO2 (Mock et al., 2008; Hennon et al., 2015; Li
et al., 2015) change, here we identify the common molecular
responses used by a model diatom to respond to many environ-
mental stressors.

Transcriptomic investigations of model organisms such as
yeast indicate that eukaryotes may have a common set of genes
that are expressed in response to diverse environmental stressors
(the common environmental stress response, CESR; Gasch et al.,
2000; Causton et al., 2001; Chen et al., 2003). Genes and their
promoters that respond to only one or a few specific stressors are
not included in the CESR, but instead can be used as markers of
distinctive stress responses. In yeast, approximately one-third
of the genes in the CESR are induced while two-thirds are
repressed. Induced genes are involved in pathways associated with
protein folding and degradation, DNA damage repair, ROS
detoxification, and autophagy, while many repressed genes are
associated with ribosomes and RNA metabolism. The regulatory
controls of the CESR in yeast have not been fully elucidated but
Msn2/Msn4, or Sty1p and Atf1p have been implicated (Causton
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et al., 2001; Chen et al., 2003). Neither the common stress
response nor their regulatory controls have been identified in
diatoms.

Physiological, proteomic, and transcriptomic studies on eukar-
yotic phytoplankton indicate they might have a common mole-
cular response to multiple environmental stressors. For example,
Si and Fe limitation induced 84 common genes in the diatom
Thalassiosira pseudonana (Mock et al., 2008). On the contrary,
contrasting physiological responses have been reported for high-
light or low-temperature conditions compared with low-light or
high-temperature conditions, such as Chl a content, PSII excita-
tion pressure, and the functional absorption cross-section of PSII
(Huner et al., 1998; Li et al., 2020). Light absorption, excitation
energy transfer, and primary photochemistry in photosynthesis
are temperature-independent (Raven & Geider, 1988), but bio-
chemical reactions and therefore cell metabolism are
temperature-dependent (Gillooly et al., 2001). Consequently,
low-temperature and high-light conditions can cause an over-
supply of energy from light absorption relative to metabolic capa-
city in photosynthetic organisms, facilitating superoxide anion
radical (O2

�) or singlet oxygen (1O2) formation and oxidative
damage (Maxwell et al., 1994; Huner et al., 1998). By contrast,
high-temperature, low-light, and nutrient-starvation conditions
can reduce resource and energy supply relative to metabolic
requirements, resulting in a cellular energy deficit (Huner
et al., 1998). We hypothesize that stressors that stimulate an
excess of energy relative to metabolic capacity should induce con-
trasting transcriptomic responses compared with stressors that
limit metabolic capacity by reduced resource supply. While the
fundamental pathways induced by stress may be common across
eukaryotes, we anticipate additional complexity in the stress
response of photosynthetic organisms and perhaps differences
across eukaryotes with chloroplasts with different evolutionary
origins.

Chloroplasts are semi-autonomous organelles with a small
number of protein-coding genes (Timmis et al., 2004; Oudot-Le
Secq et al., 2007). Chloroplasts are a source of ROS, especially
when light absorption exceeds metabolic capacity and the chloro-
plast is damaged due to resource limitation, high light, or tem-
perature conditions (Takahashi & Murata, 2008; Gill &
Tuteja, 2010; Sharma et al., 2012; J€arvi et al., 2015). Since they
are central to diatom metabolism, chloroplasts must be tightly
controlled and quickly repaired and can be expected to feature
prominently in response to environmental stressors. Diatoms
arose from a secondary endosymbiotic event and have a highly
reduced plastid genome and distinctive evolutionary history com-
pared with green algae and higher plants (Prihoda et al., 2012).
Genes may have been retained in the plastid because of their
importance in maintaining redox balance, their high turnover
rates, and consequent need for tight regulation relative to the
redox state of the plastid (Nisbet et al., 2004). Another distinctive
feature of diatoms is their obligate requirement for Si and the
cell-cycle checkpoint that arrests cell division in the absence of Si,
which can be expected to lead to a unique stress response
(Martin-J�ez�equel et al., 2000; Mock et al., 2008; Smith
et al., 2016).

To study the environmental stress response in diatoms and test
these hypotheses, we cultured the model marine diatom T. pseudo-
nanaCCMP1335 (Armbrust et al., 2004) under many stress condi-
tions that diatoms experience in situ, including different types of
nutrient starvation (N, P, Fe, and Si), increases and decreases in
light and temperature, and pH changes likely to be associated with
ocean acidification (7.8 vs 8.1) and analyzed changes in the tran-
scriptome relative to control treatments (optimal, exponential
growth conditions) over 0–72 h. We included an exogenous ROS
treatment created by the addition of H2O2 as a positive control to
quantify the impact of ROS independent of another stressor. We
clustered genes and pathways based on patterns of differential
expression across these stressors to identify stress responses common
across all, or subsets of different types of stress conditions, and
highlight especially enriched Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and
Genomes (KEGG) pathways. A systematic analysis reveals a com-
plexity in the stress response in diatoms not observed in yeast,
which we attribute to their distinctive evolutionary history and the
complexity of energy, redox state, and organelle management.

Materials and Methods

Strain and culture conditions

The coastal diatom T. pseudonana (Hustedt) Hasle et Heimdal
(CCMP 1335) was obtained from the Bigelow National Center
for Marine Algae and Microbiota. Cultures were maintained in
250 ml polycarbonate bottles with 250 ml modified ESAW med-
ium (Berges et al., 2001) at pH 8.1 and 20°C with a continuous
illumination of 100 lmol photons m�2 s�1 for over 20 genera-
tions in the mid-exponential growth phase. We used continuous
light to simplify the experimental design and to minimize the
impact of diurnal forcings imposed by a photoperiod on the tran-
scriptome (Becker et al., 2021; Muratore et al., 2022). Note the
continuous light treatment used here lacks both short-term light
fluctuations and a light–dark cycle. Acclimated cultures were then
exposed to 10 experimental stress treatments: four types of
nutrient-starvation, N-, P-, Si-, and Fe-free media, a high (26°C,
referred to as HT) and low-temperature (14°C, LT) treatment, a
low-light (LL) and a high-light treatment (HL; 10 and 800 lmol
photons m�2 s�1), a low-pH treatment (pH 7.8, LpH; all
other treatments were maintained at pH 8.2) set by using
16mMN-(2-hydroxyethyl)-piperazine-N9-2-propanesulfonic acid
(EPPS; Sigma-Aldrich) adjusted with ultra-pure HCl/NaOH,
and a reactive oxygen species (ROS) treatment created by an
initial exogenous addition of H2O2 (Sigma) at a final concentra-
tion of 0.165 mM achieved in the acclimated ESAW media
before the cells were transferred from the stock culture (Support-
ing Information Table S1). Before the experiment, extensive
preliminary experiments were conducted to identify our tempera-
ture, light, and H2O2 treatments, the ideal initial cell density
for sampling, and EPPS concentration to maintain a stable pH
across all treatments for the duration of the full experiment.
Control bottles were sampled at the same time points (0, 2, 6,
24, and 72 h) with treatments to allow us to account for the
impact of sample handling. Cell concentrations were monitored
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using a Z2 Coulter Counter (Beckman Coulter, Fullerton, CA,
USA) with Coulter Z2 ACCUCOMP software. Each control and
experimental treatment was started with a different cell density,
chosen based on pre-experimental work, to achieve a final cell
density of c. 59 105 cells ml�1 at all the sampling times (0, 2, 6,
24, and 72 h). All experiments were run with four independent
biological replicate bottles. Additional experimental detail is pro-
vided in Table S1 and previous publications that document
housekeeping genes and photophysiological responses from this
experiment (Li et al., 2020, 2022).

Sampling, RNA extraction, and sequencing

Cells were collected by gentle filtration onto polycarbonate Milli-
pore membrane filters (pore size: 0.8 lm, diameter: 25 mm),
then frozen in liquid nitrogen, and stored at �80°C until further
analysis. Total RNA was extracted using TRIzol reagent
(Invitrogen) and RNeasy Plus Mini Kit (Qiagen) with a phenol-
chloroform method (Lin et al., 2012). A gDNA eliminator col-
umn (RNeasy Plus Mini Kit) and Qiagen’s RNase-free DNase
Set (an on-column treatment) were used to remove gDNA
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. All RNA samples
passed the RNA integrity analysis conducted by G�enome Qu�ebec
Innovation Centre (Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer; Agilent Technolo-
gies, Palo Alto, CA, USA), had concentrations of 100 ng ll�1,
and A260/A280 ≥ 2.1 and A260/A230 ≥ 2.4 (NanoDrop ND-
1000 Spectrophotometer, Wilmington, DE, USA), and were
sequenced by Illumina HiSeq 6000 at the Genome Quebec Inno-
vation Centre with an Illumina TruSeq Stranded mRNA Library
preparation method (paired-end 100 bp reads). All raw read files
(detailed descriptions of these files are provided in Dataset S1)
are available through NCBI SRA (BioProject: PRJNA734969).

Bioinformatic analyses

The quality and contamination of the raw reads were checked
using FASTQC v.0.11.8 (Andrews, 2010) and FASTQ SCREEN
v.0.13.0 (Wingett & Andrews, 2018) and inspected using MUL-

TIQC (Ewels et al., 2016). Quality trimming of the reads was per-
formed with TRIMMOMATIC v.0.38 (Bolger et al., 2014) with
parameters set at ILLUMINACLIP:TruSeq3-PE.fa:2:30:10,
LEADING:3, TRAILING:3, MINLEN:41, AVGQUAL:20,
SLIDINGWINDOW:4:15, and HEADCROP:11 to remove
low-quality bases and adapter sequences. Trimmed reads were
mapped to the T. pseudonana CCMP 1335 transcript sequence
data (NCBI, assembly ASM14940v2) using SALMON v.0.9.1
(Patro et al., 2017) for the read count estimation. The mapping
rates range between 95.6% and 97.8% for 22 selected samples
(Fig. S1). To assess the differential expression, we compared
expressions at t = 2, 6, 24, and 72 h for each environmental treat-
ment with the control at the same time. Normalized gene/KEGG
Ortholog (KO) abundances, fold change values, and Benjamini–
Hochberg adjusted P-value were calculated using DESEQ2
v.1.24.0 (Love et al., 2014). Genes/KOs were identified as
differentially expressed if they have a Benjamini–Hochberg
adjusted P-value < 0.01 (Dataset S2, S3). Data analysis and

visualizations were made using R v.3.6.1 (R Development Core
Team, 2013) and packages GGPLOT2 v.3.2.0 (Wickham, 2016)
and PHEATMAP v.1.0.12 (Kolde, 2012).

KEGG enrichment analysis and the hierarchical clustering of
KEGG pathways

Four categories (i.e. metabolism, genetic information processing,
environmental information processing, and cellular processes) of
KEGG pathways and Brite hierarchies were selected for KEGG
enrichment analyses. Pathways with more than six annotated
KEGG Orthology identifiers (KO IDs) were selected for calcula-
tion. The P-value associated with the enrichment analysis was cal-
culated by using a standard hypergeometric distribution test
(Karp et al., 2021); a pathway with an adjusted P-value ≤ 0.05
(Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995) was identified as a significantly
enriched pathway (Dataset S4). Hierarchical clusters of enriched
pathways were identified (1 for enriched up, �1 for enriched in
downregulated genes, and 0 for nonenriched pathways) using R
package GGPLOT2 v.3.2.0 (Wickham, 2016) and PHEATMAP

v.1.0.12 (Kolde, 2012).

Definition of d-ESR genes and d-ESR pathways

We identified a gene as part of the diatom environmental stress
response (d-ESR) if it was upregulated at one or more time points
in each of the N, P, Si, Fe, LL, and HT treatments and downre-
gulated at one or more time points in both the HL and LT treat-
ments, or the reverse (downregulated in N, P, Se, Fe, LL, and
HT and upregulated in HL and LT). We refer to the subset of
these genes that are upregulated in HL and LT as genes respon-
sive to energy overload and the subset of these genes that are
downregulated in HL and LT as genes responsive to metabolic-
resource limitation (Dataset S2). Very few pathways are signifi-
cantly enriched in upregulated genes at one or more time points
in each of the N, P, Si, Fe, LL, and HT treatments and downre-
gulated at one or more time points in both the HL and LT treat-
ments, or the reverse (downregulated in N, P, Se, Fe, LL, and
HT and upregulated in HL and LT). We therefore relaxed the
criteria for d-ESR pathways. Pathways were identified as part of
the d-ESR if they were enriched in upregulated genes at one or
more time points under at least three of the N-, P-, Si-, Fe-
starvation, low-light, and high-temperature treatments and
enriched in downregulated genes at one or more time points
under at least one of the high-light and low-temperature treat-
ments, or the reverse (downregulated in N-, P-, Si-, Fe-starvation,
low-light, and high-temperature treatments and upregulated in
high-light and low-temperature treatments).

Genes linked to oxidative stress

Genes were identified as part of the ROS stress response if they
were differentially expressed in each of the ROS, LL, LT, HL,
and HT treatments at 2, 6, or 24 h, and each of N, P, Si, and Fe
treatments at 24 or 72 h (Dataset S2). These time points were
selected because cultures had largely recovered from the ROS
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treatment at 72 h, there was a partial recovery in response to the
light and temperature stressors at 72 h, and the full effects of
nutrient starvation often took > 6 h to be expressed.

Supplemental methods and analyses

The supplement has methods for analyses of a mapping rate test
of RNA-seq samples, the correlation between KEGG pathways, a
comparison of the common set of genes induced by both Si star-
vation and Fe starvation reported in Mock et al. (2008) and this
study, an analysis of the d-ESR genes with unknown function,
gene co-expression module identification (WGCNA), Cis-
regulatory element identification, TFs, and hub genes distribu-
tion analysis, a comparison of CESRs between diatoms and yeast,
and a re-clustering of yeast data.

Results

Common patterns of differential gene expression across
stress treatments in T. pseudonana

There was a complex pattern of differentially expressed genes
(DEGs) in response to the environmental stressors (40 treat-
ments, 10 stressors, and 4 time points). Of T. pseudonana’s
11 673 genes, 11 087 were differentially expressed in at least 4 of
the 10 stressors (Datasets S2, S5).

The majority of the nutrient-starvation treatments (not includ-
ing some of the early time points), plus the low-light and high-
temperature treatments had a common response across many
genes (cluster 1, Figs 1, S2). The ROS treatment (2–24 h), which
we anticipated might be broadly similar to the stress response
across all treatments, exhibited the largest number of DEGs with
a pattern of up- and downregulation distinct from all other treat-
ments (cluster 2, Fig. 1). A third pattern of differential expression
was exhibited by the high-light and low-temperature treatments
and treatments with relatively minor impacts on differential gene
expression (Si-starvation at 2 h, P- and Fe-starvation at 2 and 6 h,
and low-pH, cluster 3 in Fig. 1).

A subset of the DEGs were regulated in the opposing direc-
tions across clusters 1 and 3. We identified 1076 genes that were
consistently up or consistently downregulated at one or more
time points in each of the nutrient-starvation, low-light and
high-temperature treatments and regulated in the opposite direc-
tion in both the high-light and low-temperature treatments
(Fig. 1, see the Materials and Methods for details). We term the
subset of these genes that are upregulated in both high-light and
low-temperature conditions as the energy-overload response. By
contrast, we refer to the subset of these genes that were upregu-
lated in nutrient-stress, low-light, and high-temperature condi-
tions as reflecting a metabolic-resource-limitation response. We
refer to the combined set of these genes as the d-ESR (Table S2;
Dataset S2). We identified 171 of 1071 d-ESR genes that had no
GO, KEGG, and domain annotations (Fig. S3a). In a search for
orthologs of the 171 genes among 26 species, we found many
genes were more likely to be found to diatoms than more dis-
tantly related species (Fig. S3c).

The DEG response under the ROS treatments (2–24 h) had
some similarities with both the energy overload and the
metabolic-resource stress responses. For example, the aminoacyl-
tRNA biosynthesis, ribosome, and amino acid biosynthesis-
related pathways were enriched in downregulated genes in
response to ROS, the nutrient-starvation, low-light and high-
temperature treatments, but enriched in upregulated genes in
response to most the low-temperature and high-light treatments
(Figs 2, 3a, S4). By contrast, the proteosome pathway was
enriched in upregulated genes in response to the ROS and low
temperature and enriched in downregulated genes in response to
most of the nutrient-starvation, low-light and high-temperature
treatments (Fig. 3a).

We compared the common set of genes induced by both Si star-
vation and Fe starvation in Mock et al. (2008) with this study
(Fig. S5). We observed a high degree of consistency of up-
regulation, with a similar magnitude of differential expression,
under Si- and Fe starvation between the studies, supporting the
reliability of our dataset. Our data showed that other environmen-
tal stressors (P starvation, ROS, LL, HT, and even the last time
point of LpH) also stimulated differential expression of many of
these genes, indicating that these ‘Si- and Fe starvation commonly
induced genes’ are not only common to Si- and Fe starvation but
also to other stressors that Mock et al. (2008) did not assess.

Enriched pathways contributing to the d-ESR

There were six clusters of enriched KEGG pathways across the
environmental stressors (Fig. S4). As with the gene expression,
there was a common set of pathways that were enriched in
response to the nutrient-starvation, low-light, and high-
temperature treatments and enriched in the opposing direction
(in up- vs downregulated genes) in response to the low-
temperature and high-light treatments (predominately in clusters
A with a few in clusters B and C; Figs 2, S4). Note that the d-
ESR definition for pathways is relaxed relative to that for genes
(see the Materials and Methods). Many of the enriched pathways
in these clusters were associated with transcription and transla-
tion, transport and catabolism, folding sorting and degradation,
and energy metabolism. Pathways associated with energy metabo-
lism, such as photosynthesis and oxidative phosphorylation, are
primarily in cluster B. The remaining three clusters of pathways
(clusters D–F) have less pronounced patterns across the multiple
stressors, but all pathways in cluster E are associated with cell
growth and death or replication and repair and were predomi-
nately enriched under Fe-starvation and low-pH treatments
(Fig. S4).

We identify 26 d-ESR-related pathways (Fig. 2). Many of the
d-ESR metabolic-resource-limitation pathways were associated
with autophagy and transport and catabolism and energy meta-
bolism (Fig. 2, clusters C and B, respectively). The d-ESR
energy-overload pathways were mainly associated with transcrip-
tion and translation, amino acid metabolisms pathways in cluster
A, and a few primary metabolism pathways in cluster B (Fig. 2;
Table S2). Most of the d-ESR pathways and many of the
enriched pathways in clusters A–C can be characterized as central
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to maintaining energy-metabolic-protein homeostasis (Fig. 3a).
Correlation of median expression across all 84 enriched pathways
(not just the d-ESR related pathways) identified additional path-
ways that may participate in the d-ESR, such as the mTOR and
AMPK signaling pathways, and confirmed that pathways asso-
ciated with protein synthesis had a strongly correlated response
across many of the environmental stressors and were negatively
correlated with numerous pathways associated with catabolism
(Fig. S6). Note that there are many genes that exhibit a d-ESR
gene pattern of expression within pathways that do follow the
d-ESR, examples associated with DNA replication, purine and
pyrimidine metabolism, and carbon and lipid metabolism path-
ways are provided in Figs S7–S9.

Role of protein homeostasis in the d-ESR

Many of the differentially expressed genes and enriched pathways
that contribute to the d-ESR are associated with protein homeos-
tasis (Harper & Bennett, 2016; Figs 3, S10; Datasets S2, S6, S7).
More specifically, amino acid biosynthesis, the ribosome,
aminoacyl-tRNA biosynthesis, and many of the genes associated

with translation factors, amino acid-related enzymes, chaperones
and folding catalysts, protein export, and some genes associated
with protein processing in the ER were mostly downregulated in
response to all the nutrient-starvation, low-light, and high-
temperature treatments, but upregulated under the low-
temperature and high-light treatments. By contrast, many of the
genes associated with autophagy, including the lysosome (espe-
cially cathepsins; Datasets S2), and the ubiquitin-mediated pro-
teolysis pathway were mostly upregulated in response to all the
nutrient-starvation, low-light, and high-temperature treatments,
but downregulated under low-temperature and high-light treat-
ments (stresses that stimulate an energy surplus).

Within the protein homeostasis pathways, ribosome biogenesis
is enriched and part of the d-ESR (Fig. 2); but not all the genes
within the ribosome biogenesis pathway follow the d-ESR pat-
tern (Figs 3b, S10). DEGs associated with ribosome assembly
and maturation are mostly upregulated in response to the N-, Si-,
Fe-starvation, low-light (24 h), ROS, low-temperature, and the
high-light treatments (2–6 h) and downregulated in response to
P-starvation, low-light (2–6 h), and high-temperature treatments.
Genes involved in RNA modification (NHP2, GAR1, NOP10,
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of gene expression across treatments form two main clusters of 5511 genes (48.7%) and 5805 genes (51.3%). We define a d-ESR as the 336 genes that
were upregulated in nutrient-stress, low-light, and high-temperature conditions (metabolic-resource limitation), and the 740 genes that were downregu-
lated at one or more time points in each of the nutrient-starvation, low-light, and high-temperature treatments and regulated in the opposite direction in
both the high-light and low-temperature treatments (energy overload). Treatments identified as nitrogen-starvation (N), phosphorus-starvation (P),
silicon-starvation (Si), iron-starvation (Fe), low-light (LL), high-light (HL), low-temperature (LT), high-temperature (HT), low-pH (LpH), H2O2 (ROS) and
the sampling time (2, 6, 24, and 72 h). ROS, reactive oxygen stress.
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NOP56, DKC1, NOP58, SNU13, and NOP1) are identified as
part of/similar to the d-ESR (metabolic-resource limitation) and
are predominately downregulated in response to the N-, Si-, Fe-
starvation, and ROS as well as P-starvation, low-light, and the
high-temperature treatments (Figs 3b, S10; Dataset S2). Almost
all DEGs associated with the proteasome were upregulated under
N- (2 h) and Si starvation (2–6 h), indicating they are not part of
the d-ESR.

Impact of environmental stressors on DGE in
photosynthesis

Photosynthesis is enriched in differentially expressed genes but is
not part of the d-ESR, with genes similarly expressed under all
nutrient-starvation treatments, ROS, LT, HL, and LpH with con-
trasting expression under LL and HT (Figs 2, 4, S11). Notably,
genes have contrasting expression across the examined treatments
between the nuclear- vs chloroplast-encoded genes in the photo-
synthesis pathway (Fig. 4a) and in all the photosynthesis-related
pathways (Fig. 4b,c). The chloroplast-encoded genes, the PSI and
PSII core, ATP synthase, Cytb6f, and RBCL, were mostly upregu-
lated in response to all nutrient-starvation, ROS, low-pH, and low-
temperature (24 h) treatments and downregulated under low-light
(24–72 h) and low-temperature (6 h) treatments. An exception to
this simple pattern is the nuclear-encoded gene LHCB5 (Oudot-Le
Secq et al., 2007), which was upregulated under all stressors includ-
ing low light. All 55 mapped chloroplast-encoded genes and genes
in KEGG pathways associated with porphyrin and chlorophyll

metabolism and carbon fixation pathways generally adhere to a
similar pattern (Fig. S11) with a few notable exceptions (Fig. S11;
Dataset S2).

Potential regulators of the d-ESR

Several enriched global regulatory pathways, AMPK, TOR, the
phosphatidylinositol signaling system, and acetyl-CoA pathways,
exhibit expression patterns similar to the d-ESR with most of the
observed deviations associated with the response to the light and
temperature treatments for the AMPK complex (Fig. S12). In par-
ticular, there is a strong correlation between the d-ESR and the
GATCR2 and TORC1 complex, RPS6 (phosphorylation target of
TOR; Dobrenel et al., 2016), branched-chain amino acid (BCAA)
degradation (especially leucine), and some of the genes associated
with fatty-acid degradation. Furthermore, the median expression
of the BCAA degradation pathways is highly positively correlated
with the median expression of DNA repair, proteolysis machinery
associated with autophagy and the lysosome, amino acid and fatty-
acid degradation, TOR, AMPK and the phosphatidylinositol sig-
naling systems (Fig. S13). By contrast, pathways associated with
amino acid, protein, and nucleic acid metabolism are negatively
correlated with the BCAA degradation pathway (Fig. S13).

We found 26 putative transcription factors (TFs; De Geyter
et al., 2012) are associated with the d-ESR (Fig. S14; Dataset S2).
The d-ESR metabolic-resource-limitation response is associated
with TFs with ‘cold-shock’ DNA-binding domains. By contrast,
the d-ESR energy-overload response is mainly characterized TFs
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Fig. 2 Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathways in the diatom environmental stress response (d-ESR). Colored circles indicate a pathway
that was enriched (P < 0.05) in up- (pink) or downregulated (green) genes at the corresponding treatment. d-ESR energy-overload pathways are labeled ‘+’,
and d-ESR metabolic-resource-limitation pathways are labeled ‘�’. Pathways are identified as part of super pathways with colored text according to the legend.
Black bold capital letters on the left indicate clusters of enriched pathways. Treatments identified as nitrogen-starvation (N), phosphorus-starvation (P), silicon-
starvation (Si), iron-starvation (Fe), low-light (LL), high-light (HL), low-temperature (LT), high-temperature (HT), low-pH (LpH), H2O2 (ROS), and the sampling
time (2, 6, 24 and 72 h). The full set of 84 enriched pathways is in Supporting Information Fig. S4. ROS, reactive oxygen stress.
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(a)

(b)

Up

Fig. 3 Transcriptional response of proteome-balance-related pathways to 10 environmental stressors. (a) The differential expression of genes associated
with proteome-balance-related pathways in response to 10 environmental stressors. Horizontal dotted lines are guides to aid comparison of the log2FC
across treatments. The violin plots show the full distribution of the data. Data points outside whiskers in boxplots are not shown for better visualization.
Treatments identified as nitrogen-starvation (N), phosphorus-starvation (P), silicon-starvation (Si), iron-starvation (Fe), low-light (LL), high-light (HL), low-
temperature (LT), high-temperature (HT), low-pH (LpH), H2O2 (ROS), and the sampling time (2, 6, 24 and 72 h). (b) Model of ribosome biosynthesis and/
or repair under different stressors. Blue and vermillion arrows represent the downregulation and up-regulation of genes, respectively, in the processing of
ribosome biosynthesis. Black arrows indicate either transport or processing steps. rDNA, ribosomal DNA; RPS, proteins of the small ribosomal subunit; RPL,
proteins of the large ribosomal subunit; ROS, reactive oxygen stress.
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with HSF-type DNA-binding, zinc fingers, and Myb-like DNA-
binding domains. Using a WGCNA co-expression analysis
(method provided in the Supporting Information), we identified 24
TFs that may act as hub genes within modules of expression in
response to environmental stressors (Fig. S15). Among them, two
TFs, a zinc finger (THAPSDRAFT_24580) and a SNF (N-terminal
domain; THAPSDRAFT_2263240), are also identified as d-ESR
genes (Fig. S15). Putative TF-binding sites (TFBS) of WGCNA
module genes were identified (Fig. S16).

Comparing the ESR of T. pseudonana to S. cerevisiae

We compared the gene and pathway enrichment patterns in
Saccharomyces cerevisiae and T. pseudonana exposed to diverse
stressors (Figs S17, S18). Note that S. cerevisiae was exposed to
a different panel of stressors (Gasch et al., 2000) than

T. pseudonana, although both include temperature and resource
stressors. The stress response of both organisms includes an
enrichment of the ribosome, ribosome biogenesis, RNA polymer-
ase and transport, the peroxisome, and some metabolic pathways
such as BCAA degradation and fatty-acid degradation (although
the sign of enrichment often varies). Our re-clustering of the S.
cerevisiae microarray data reveals that high-temperature induced a
similar pattern of expression to N and amino acid starvation,
which differed from the pattern induced by oxidative stressors
(Fig. S18), consistent with the expression pattern in T. pseudo-
nana in response to related stressors.

Discussion

Pioneering work on yeast identified a common set of genes
expressed in response to a range of stressors termed the CESR
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Fig. 4 Chloroplast-encoded genes and nuclear-encoded genes in photosynthesis exhibit distinct responses. (a) The differential expression (heatmap of
log2FC) of genes in the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) photosynthesis pathway (ko00194) under 10 environmental stressors. Gene
names are colored to indicate whether they are encoded in the nucleus (blue), chloroplast (vermillion), or both (black). Treatments identified as nitrogen-
starvation (N), phosphorus-starvation (P), silicon-starvation (Si), iron-starvation (Fe), low-light (LL), high-light (HL), low-temperature (LT), high-
temperature (HT), low-pH (LpH), H2O2 (ROS), and the sampling time (2, 6, 24, and 72 h). (b) A comparison of the differential expression of all selected
photosynthesis-related genes between their encoded position under five groupings of the environmental treatments. Low-light and high-temperature
(LL +HT), low-temperature and high-light (LT +HL), Nutrient (all four nutrient-starvation treatments), and ROS (H2O2). Horizontal dotted lines are guides
to aid comparison of the log2FC across treatments. Data are shown as boxplots with boxes showing the quartile values (25–75%) and the lines showing
the medians. The whiskers extend to 1.5 times the interquartile range. Data beyond the whiskers represent outliers (black circles). (c) Linear correlation of
the median differential expression between the chloroplast-encoded genes and the nuclear-encoded genes. The dark grey line is the regression line, the
grey shading area is the 95% confident bands. Points represent 40 conditions (10 treatments9 4 time points). Genes used for analysis in (b) and (c) can be
found in Supporting Information Fig. S11. ROS, reactive oxygen stress.
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(Gasch et al., 2000; Causton et al., 2001; Chen et al., 2003).
Photosynthetic organisms have the additional burden of balan-
cing energy harvested from light absorption relative to metabolic
capacity in response to environmental perturbation (Huner
et al., 1998). Photophysiological responses indicate that stressors
that cause an excess of energy or ROS relative to metabolic or
quenching capacity might induce contrasting transcriptomic
responses to stressors that limit metabolic capacity via reduced
resource supply relative to metabolic capacity (Li et al., 2020).
Here, we show that the model marine diatom T. pseudonana, in
contrast to yeast, has no single common set of genes that are simi-
larly up or downregulated in response to diverse environmental
stressors. High-light and low-temperature stressors induced a
similar transcriptomic response that contrasted with the response
to low light, high temperature, and nutrient starvation. We refer
to this gene set with this contrasting expression pattern as the dia-
tom common environmental stress response (d-ESR; Fig. 1).
Many of the enriched pathways associated with the d-ESR are
related to maintaining protein homeostasis in response to ener-
getic, resource, or metabolic perturbations (Figs 2, 3). Photo-
synthesis is enriched in differentially expressed genes in response
to the environmental stressors, but chloroplast-encoded genes are
regulated in opposition to genes encoded in the nucleus (Fig. 4).
Unexpectedly, the transcriptomic response to ROS was quite dis-
similar to all the other environmental stressors examined (Fig. 1).

The d-ESR principally reflects protein reallocation in response
to energetic–metabolic imbalances caused by the environmental
stressors. Environmental stressors that restrict metabolic capacity
(nutrient-starvation, low-light, and the high-temperature treat-
ment which increased metabolic rate and resource demand) sti-
mulate an up-regulation of genes and pathways associated with
the breakdown of macromolecules (autophagy and the lysosome)
and downregulation of protein production (translation and pro-
tein export-related processes) in T. pseudonana (Figs 1, 3). By
contrast, these same genes and pathways are regulated in the
opposing direction in response to the high-light and low-
temperature treatments that stimulate an energy surplus relative
to metabolic demand (Figs 1, 3). Several key energy-balancing
genes and pathways are part of the d-ESR (or exhibit patterns of
gene expression similar to the d-ESR), including acetyl-CoA (Pie-
trocola et al., 2015; Shi & Tu, 2015; Fig. S12), branched-chain
amino acid degradation (Figs 2, S12, S17), fatty-acid degradation
(also upregulated in yeast; Figs S12, S17), G6PD (provides
NAPDH in PPP; Fig. S8), ketogenesis (that supply fuel and
ATP; Puchalska & Crawford, 2017; Fig. S9), alcohol fermenta-
tion and lactate production (both supply ATP; Fig. S8), mem-
brane proteins degradation through endocytosis and vacuoles/
lysosome (Jones et al., 2012; Lang et al., 2014; M€uller
et al., 2015; Figs 3, S4; Datasets S2), DNA and nucleic acid bio-
synthesis, and high energy-consuming pathways such as DNA
replication, purine, and pyrimidine metabolism (Fig. S7). Several
key genes (e.g. PEPCK, MDH1, MDH2, PK, and PYC) that par-
ticipate in gluconeogenesis and pyruvate metabolism and the re-
generation of carbohydrate from noncarbohydrate sources also
contribute to the d-ESR (Fig. S8; Dataset S2). In aggregate, these
results indicate that environmental stressors that stimulate an

imbalance in energetic/proteomic/metabolic state induce the
d-ESR to restore the homeostasis through large-scale mobiliza-
tion and reallocation of intracellular resources through protein
homeostasis and primary metabolism.

Imbalances in energetic–metabolic state may act as a trigger
for the d-ESR but how eukaryotes sense and use signals to regu-
late the CESR remains debated. There is some evidence that
AMPK, a key regulator sensing cellular energy status, can act to
restore energy balance by switching on alternative catabolic path-
ways that generate ATP while switching off anabolic pathways
and other processes consuming ATP (Lin & Hardie, 2018). Our
transcriptional analysis reveals that light and temperature pertur-
bations lead to differential expression of AMPK genes, lipid and
BCAA metabolism, and the glyoxylate cycle, consistent with their
role in responding to and regulating energetic/metabolic state in
T. pseudonana. TOR has been identified as a conserved central
regulatory hub in eukaryotes for coordinating energy, stress, and
nutrient signals for maintaining cellular homeostasis (Rexin
et al., 2015; Dobrenel et al., 2016). TOR controls cell growth by
promoting anabolic processes, including translation, ribosome
biogenesis, and transcription, and by acting as an antagonist for
catabolic processes such as autophagy and mRNA degradation,
and acting upon primary metabolism including the TCA cycle,
glycerolipid metabolism, and TAG accumulation, and endocyto-
sis (Crespo & Hall, 2002; MacGurn et al., 2011; Xiong &
Sheen, 2015; Gonz�alez & Hall, 2017; P�erez-P�erez et al., 2017).
Our transcriptional analysis identified several genes involved in
the TOR and AMPK signaling pathways contributing to the
d-ESR, including RAPTOR (Fig. S12). Given the established
crosstalk between AMPK and TOR (Dobrenel et al., 2016), we
hypothesize TOR may collect an energy signal from AMPK
under changes in light and temperature and sense metabolic sig-
nals, either directly or indirectly, in response to nutrient starva-
tion and other stressors, to regulate metabolic responses via
phosphorylation of downstream TFs (Fig. S14). Contrasting with
many of the protein translation-related pathways, the ribosome
biosynthesis pathway was not part of the d-ESR although it
responded to most of the stressors (Fig. 3). Ribosome biosynth-
esis is the pathway by which cells construct the ribosome and is
very energetically expensive (Schleif, 1967; Warner, 1999).
Under resource-restricted conditions, to save energy, Escherichia
coli and mice will repair damaged ribosomes by replacing riboso-
mal proteins instead of replacing the whole ribosome (Pulk
et al., 2010; Mathis et al., 2017). In T. pseudonana, most genes in
ribosome biosynthesis are downregulated in response to the
environmental treatments that stimulate the largest energy crisis:
P starvation, low light (except 24 h), and high temperature. In
contrast to many of the other translation-related pathways,
including the ribosome pathway, a substantial proportion of the
genes associated with ribosome assembly and maturation in ribo-
some biosynthesis were upregulated in the N- (6–72 h), Si- (24–
72 h), Fe-starvation (72 h), and ROS (2–24 h) treatments, but
some genes associated with rRNA modification were downregu-
lated (Figs 3b, S10). In aggregate, these results reveal an energy-
saving mechanism in T. pseudonana similar to, but not identical
to, that observed in Escherichia coli and mice.
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Reactive oxygen species and the induction of antioxidants are
commonly considered a general response and indicator of stress
(Borowitzka, 2018). In T. pseudonana, external application of
hydrogen peroxide to stimulate ROS stimulated a distinct tran-
scriptomic response: some pathways were enriched as in the high-
light and low-temperature treatments, while other pathways were
enriched as in the resource-limitation and high-temperature
treatments. Genes in glutathione biosynthesis were predomi-
nately upregulated in response to the ROS, high-light, and low-
temperature treatments, and were predominately downregulated
in response to low-light, high-temperature, and the nutrient-
starvation treatments (Fig. S19; Dataset S2), suggesting the
induction of antioxidants is associated with the oxidative but not
the resource-limitation stressors. The proteosome, but not autop-
hagy, was enriched in upregulated genes for the first 24 h of the
ROS treatment (Fig. 3), indicating that the proteasome is respon-
sible for the selective degradation of oxidized proteins in diatoms,
similar to mammals (Davies, 2001; Aiken et al., 2011; Shang &
Taylor, 2011). In response to most of the environmental stres-
sors, autophagy appears to be the more dominant mechanism
controlling proteolysis in diatoms (Fig. 3). Proteasome activity
has high ATP demand (Kwon & Ciechanover, 2017; Bard et al.,
2018). The downregulation of genes in proteasome in the later
stages of the nutrient-starvation treatments and under low light
and high temperature may reflect an energy-saving strategy that
was not feasible under the ROS treatment.

Photooxidative stress appears to be the dominant factor deter-
mining expression in the photosynthesis pathway in response
environmental stressors (Fig. 4). Like many photophysiological
responses (Li et al., 2020), gene expression within the photo-
synthesis pathway exhibit a similar response to nutrient-
starvation, low-temperature, and high-light stress that contrasts
in sign to the response to low-light and high-temperature stress
(Fig. 4). Of note, the sign of differential gene expression across
the stressors is strongly affected by whether the gene is encoded
in the nucleus or chloroplast. Chloroplast-encoded photosynth-
esis genes (including the PSI and PSII core, ATP synthase) tend
to be upregulated in response to all the nutrient-starvation, ROS,
and low-temperature (at 72 h) treatments and downregulated
under low-light, and not differentially regulated in response to
high-temperature, while the nuclear-encoded photosynthesis
genes are predominately differentially expressed in the opposing
direction. The downregulation of electron carriers and light-
harvesting genes under the nutrient-starvation, ROS, low-
temperature, and high-light treatments likely reflects a strategy to
decrease excitation pressure in the chloroplast. By contrast, the
expressional pattern under low light and high temperature indi-
cates a reverse regulation. The differential expression of the
chloroplast- vs the nuclear-encoded genes may reflect differences
in damage, signaling, and priority for repair. The chloroplast is a
potential source of ROS (Pogson et al., 2008) and self-regulation
inherently involves shorter distances that may facilitate more
rapid regulation of redox signals for repair processes (Pfannsch-
midt et al., 1999). There are both plastid and nuclear copies of
PSB28, which may reflect an ongoing plastid-to-nucleus transfer
(Armbrust et al., 2004; Oudot-Le Secq et al., 2007). Several

photosynthesis genes (PSB27, PETC, PETH, ATPG, and espe-
cially PSBP) exhibit parallel expression patterns with PSB28 per-
haps indicating that these genes have been transferred, or are
transitioning, to the nucleus.

Diatoms often dominate phytoplankton communities when
environmental conditions are especially variable, blooming in the
upper water column during periods of rapid change in nutrient
and reactive oxygen concentrations, light, temperature, and pH.
It has been hypothesized that diatoms may have unique molecu-
lar and physiological strategies to cope with environmental stres-
sors. The model marine diatom T. pseudonana has a complex set
of transcriptomic responses to environmental stress depending on
whether the stressor generates an excess of energy relative to
metabolic capacity, metabolic limitation due to resource scarcity,
or oxidative stress. There is a set of genes and pathways that were
differentially expressed in opposing directions in response to
energy overload vs resource limitation that we term the d-ESR.
The d-ESR is primarily associated with re-establishing balance
between energy and resource inputs, and metabolic demand in
response to environmental perturbations. We hypothesize the
d-ESR may be trigged by imbalances in energetic/metabolic state
and/or redox state and regulated by TOR and associated TFs.
The d-ESR and photosynthesis potentially support diatoms to
efficiently respond to environmental perturbations and thrive
under variable conditions.
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Data availability

The data that support the findings of this study are available in
the Supporting Information of this article (Figs S1–S19;
Tables S1, S2; Datasets S1–S7). The sequencing data of RNA-
Seq of this study are available through NCBI SRA (BioProject:
PRJNA734969).
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Additional Supporting Information may be found online in the
Supporting Information section at the end of the article.
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Dataset S2 Annotations and the differential expression (log2FC)
of the differentially expressed genes (including diatom environ-
mental stress response genes, genes linked to reactive oxygen stress,
and weighted gene correlation network analysis module genes).

Dataset S3 Differential expression (log2FC) of the differentially
expressed Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes Orthologs.

Dataset S4 Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes enrich-
ment under different stressors.

Dataset S5 Transcripts per million values of genes in all
sequenced samples gene annotation.

Dataset S6 Enrichment analysis of diatom environmental stress
response genes listing the significantly (P-valueAdj and P-
value < 0.01) enriched pathways or terms, their pathway, and
descriptions.

Dataset S7 Count of diatom environmental stress response genes
in Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes pathways.

Fig. S1Mapping rate of RNA-Seq samples.

Fig. S2 Counts of the differentially expressed genes across
selected environmental stressors and time treatments.

Fig. S3 Analysis of the diatom environmental stress response
genes with unknown function.

Fig. S4 Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes pathways in
the diatom environmental stress response.

Fig. S5 Comparison of the common set of genes induced by both
Si starvation and Fe starvation in Mock et al. (2008) and this study.

Fig. S6 Pairwise Spearman correlations across 40 treatments and
sampling times of the median differential expression of Kyoto
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes Orthologs between 84
enriched pathways.

Fig. S7 Differential expression of genes in pathways of DNA
replication and nucleic acid metabolism under 10 environmental
stressors.

Fig. S8 Differential expression of genes in central carbon meta-
bolic pathways under 10 environmental stressors.

Fig. S9 Differential expression of genes in lipid-related pathways
under 10 environmental stressors.

Fig. S10 Differential expression of genes in 12 proteome-bal-
ance-related pathways.

Fig. S11 Differential expression of genes related to photosynth-
esis under 10 environmental stressors in nine functional cate-
gories.

Fig. S12 Differential expression of genes in global regulatory
pathways under 10 environmental stressors.

Fig. S13 Linear correlation between median differential expres-
sion of genes in the valine, leucine, and isoleucine degradation
pathway and other pathways across 40 observations.

Fig. S14 Differential expression of transcription factors that are
identified as diatom environmental stress responsegenes in this
study.

Fig. S15 Weighted gene correlation network analysis showing
co-expression patterns and possible regulatory mechanisms.

Fig. S16 Overrepresented motifs detected using promoters of
genes in each module as a training set.

Fig. S17 Comparison of the differential expression of common
environmental stress response genes in Saccharomyces cerevisiae
and their orthologs in Thalassiosira pseudonana.

Fig. S18 Re-clustering of microarray differential expression data
of Saccharomyces cerevisiae under different stressors.

Fig. S19 Differential expression of genes in glutathione metabo-
lism pathway (ko00480) under 10 environmental stressors.

Table S1 Experimental set-up for each treatment.

Table S2 Numbers of genes and pathways in the diatom environ-
mental stress response for all genes and pathways, for genes linked
to protein homeostasis, and for genes linked to oxidative stress by
the reactive oxygen stress treatment.
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